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Grammar, Grades 1 - 2
Canada’s most successful celebrity chef shows us how
to make fun, delicious, anything-but-dull slow cooker
food! Ricardo proves that the slow cooker is simply
the most useful kitchen tool ever. It can cook virtually
anything. This amazing collection of recipes, initially
published in Slow Cooker Favourites and Slower Is
Better, shows you the incredible versatility of this
humble appliance. Recipes for the comforting (Lentil
Stew with Poached Eggs; Flemish Carbonnade), the
unconventional (cheesecake and crème brûlée) and
the completely fabulous (Veal Cheeks with Figs; Apple
and Mustard Ham) vie for your attention alongside
tips for winter and summer entertaining, ideas for
vegetarian meals, reimagined French classics like
duck confit and cassoulet, special brunches and
amazing desserts. Over 130 recipes, gorgeous
photographs and a fun design make this a cookbook
to treasure. Economical, energy- and time-saving,
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easy to use and always ready when you are, the slow
cooker, with Ricardo’s help, finally takes its place
front and centre in your kitchen.

Boardwalk Bust
Afraid to swim, Pip the penguin would much rather
learn to fly.

Because of Thursday
There are thirty-nine distinct breeds of cats, and each
one is different. How different? From the Siberian to
the Exotic Shorthair and many others in between,
Hanoch Piven uses everything from lipstick to circuit
boards to show us what our favorite cats are really
made of. After all, as Leonardo da Vinci said, "The
smallest feline is a masterpiece."

Naughty Mabel
Fiona sets out on a journey to find her mother and
unlock her selkie magic at last in the thrilling fourth
novel of The Hidden World of Changers series! Fiona,
Mack, Gabriella, and Darren are Changers, a magical
line of shapeshifters that can transform into
mythological creatures, from werewolves and selkies
to lightning birds and spirit foxes. When Fiona’s father
finds out that Fiona is a Changer, he reveals a longkept secret: Fiona’s mother is alive, and a selkie
Changer just like her. Determined to reunite her
family and unlock her own selkie powers, Fiona heads
to the ocean to begin the search, but is she really
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ready to take such a big step? And how easy will it be
to find her mother, when she’s spent so many years
in the wild sea? Back on land, trouble is brewing:
Auden Ironbound is once again closing in on Willow
Cove, this time with a new army of Changers and
warlocks. At first Mack thinks the group can handle
Auden on their own, but the magic that saved them
last time isn’t working. They need a plan…they need
Fiona. Can Fiona find her mother and save her friends
before it’s too late?

An Alchemy of Masques and Mirrors
This colorfully illustrated multicultural children's book
presents a classic Balinese fairy tale—providing an
entertaining look into a rich oral tradition. Featured as
a "Top Pick" on TravelForKids.com, Gecko's Complaint
tells the story of a Gecko who once lived on the island
we now call Bali, in a jungle dense with flowers and
vines. After hundreds of fireflies disturb Gecko's
sleep, he complains to kindly Raden, the jungle's lion
leader. In his efforts to get to the bottom of Gecko's
troubles, Raden discovers all too much complaining
and far too many irritable animals. Can Raden help
the animals with their troubles? Can peace and
happiness return to the jungles of Bali? A simple yet
absolutely delightful Balinese folktale for kids, this
bilingual edition, which features both English and
Indonesian text, is a perfect introduction to the true
spirit of Bali. The Indonesian island of Bali has a
strong art and storytelling tradition—folktales that
have been passed down from generation to
generation. As a nation with over 18,000 islands,
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Indonesia has hundreds of traditional languages and
cultures, each with myths and legends to tell. With its
backdrop of volcanoes, earthquakes, dense jungles,
diverse wildlife and people, it is not surprising that
Indonesia is rich with fabulous, imaginative tales.

Whispers of Rest
An Alchemy of Masques and Mirrors is Curtis
Craddock's delightful and engrossing fantasy debut
featuring a genius heroine and her guardian, a royal
musketeer, which Brandon Sanderson calls, "A great
read!" Born with a physical disability, no magical
talent, and a precocious intellect, Princess Isabelle
des Zephyrs has lived her life being underestimated
by her family and her kingdom. The only person who
appreciates her true self is Jean-Claude, the fatherly
musketeer who had guarded her since birth. All shall
change, however, when an unlikely marriage proposal
is offered, to the second son of a dying king in an
empire collapsing into civil war. But the last two
women betrothed to this prince were murdered, and a
sorcerer-assassin is bent on making Isabelle the third.
Isabelle and Jean-Claude plunge into a great maze of
prophecy, intrigue, and betrayal, where everyone
wears masks of glamour and lies. Step by dangerous
step, Isabelle must unravel the lies of her enemies
and discovers a truth more perilous than any
deception. “A setting fabulous and strange, heroes to
cheer for, villains to detest, a twisty, tricky plot — I
love this novel!” —Lawrence Watt Evans “A thrilling
adventure full of palace intrigue, mysterious ancient
mechanisms, and aerial sailing ships!” —David D.
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Levine At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

At Balthazar
"Annie Fetlock--born on Thursday, met the love of her
life on Thursday, and when a special cat comes into
her life on Thursday, she knows he has found the right
home"--

The Bow-wow Bus
Cassie Tyler’s first grade class visits the Animal Inn in
this third zany novel in a brand-new chapter book
series where the fur—and fun—flies at an animal spa
and hotel. The Animal Inn is an all-inclusive pet
resort/hotel/center/spa for animals from dogs to
rabbits, cats to ducks, parrots to lizards. From doggie
and kitty daycare, to grooming, and group play—you
name it, and the Animal Inn has it. The Inn is run by
the Tyler family along with their pets Leopold, the
Macaw; Fuzzy and Furry, the gerbils; dogs Dash and
Coco; felines Shadow and Whiskers; and a rollicking
horde of animal visitors. Cassie Tyler’s first grade
class is so excited to take a field trip to Animal Inn for
a meet and greet. And it’s a furry good time for
all—even for the newest classmate, a goldfish named
Blub!

Gecko's Complaint
Explore New York restaurant Balthazar and everything
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that makes it iconic in this brilliantly revealing book
that celebrates the brasserie’s twentieth anniversary.
Keith McNally, star restauranteur, gave author Reggie
Nadelson unprecedented access to his legendary
Soho brasserie, its staff, the archives, and the
kitchens. Journalist Nadelson, who has covered
restaurants and food for decades on both sides of the
Atlantic, recounts the history of the French brasserie
and how Keith McNally reinvented the concept for
New York City. At Balthazar is an irresistible,
mouthwatering narrative, driven by the drama of a
restaurant that serves half a million meals a year,
employs over two hundred people, and has operated
on a twenty-four hour cycle for twenty years. Upstairs
and down, good times and bad, Nadelson explores the
intricacies of the restaurant’s every aspect,
interviewing the chef, waiters, bartenders,
dishwashers—the human element of the beautifully
oiled machine. With evocative color photographs by
Peter Nelson, sixteen new recipes from Balthazar
Executive Chef Shane McBride and head bakers Paula
Oland and Mark Tasker, At Balthazar voluptuously
celebrates an amazing institution.

Ricardo: Ultimate Slow Cooker
With this 100+ Series(TM) Grammar book, students
will learn the basics needed for writing and speaking
correctly. Each page presents an important grammar
rule, followed by practical exercises. Grammar
themes may be repeated across several pages, which
gives students a chance to practice and reinforce new
skills and concepts. The grades 1–2 book covers
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alphabetical order, antonyms, synonyms, nouns,
verbs, adjectives, and much more. The 100+
Series(TM) Grammar series for grades 1 to 8 supports
language and literacy fluency. Each book offers
systematic practice and use of basic grammar skills at
grade level. The books are aligned to the Common
Core State Standards. Presentation of skills is
reinforced with practical application by requiring
students to apply new learning while writing and
editing texts. Each book includes reproducible content
to help students reinforce essential grammar skills.

Don't Be Afraid, Little Pip
"Mabel, the fanciest and sassiest dog the Hamptons
has ever seen, causes all sorts of chaos for her
parents with her naughty hijinx"--

A Furry Fiasco
A new generation of children love Daniel Tiger’s
Neighborhood, inspired by the classic series Mister
Rogers’ Neighborhood! In this adorable touch-and-feel
storybook, Daniel Tiger picks out his clothes for the
day! Whether it’s bedtime or playtime, a sunny day or
a rainy day, Daniel Tiger loves getting dressed! With
interesting textures to touch and feel, little ones will
help Daniel get dressed for the day. © 2015 The Fred
Rogers Company

What Cats Are Made Of
"When William III of England commissioned Capt.
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William Kidd to command the first expedition to Mars
in the late 1600s, he proved that space travel was
both possible and profitable. Now, one century later, a
plantation in a flourishing British colony on Mars is
home to Arabella Ashby, a young woman who is
perfectly content growing up in the untamed frontier.
But days spent working on complex automata with
her father or stalking her brother Michael with her
Martian nanny is not the proper behavior of an English
lady. That is something her mother plans to remedy
with a move to an exotic world Arabella has never
seen: London, England"--Amazon.com.

What Is Daniel Wearing?
Play and stay at the Animal Inn, a brand-new chapter
book series where the fur—and fun—flies at an animal
spa and hotel. The Animal Inn is an all-inclusive pet
resort/hotel/center/spa for animals from dogs to
rabbits, cats to ducks, parrots to lizards. From doggie
and kitty daycare, to grooming, and group play—you
name it, and the Animal Inn has it. The Inn is run by
the Tyler family along with their pets Leopold, the
Macaw; Fuzzy and Furry, the gerbils; dogs Dash and
Coco; felines Shadow and Whiskers; and a rollicking
horde of animal visitors. When the animals hear that a
new boarder—a Komodo Dragon—will be coming to
the Inn, they panic! Is it a fire-breathing dragon? Will
it gobble them all up and then devour their family?
What’s to become of the Animal Inn?

The Selkie Song
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ATAC Briefing for Agents Frank and Joe Hardy
MISSION: Investigate and put a halt to the recent rash
of jewelry store robberies. Potential danger on the
ground and in the air. LOCATION: Ocean Grove, NJ.
POTENTIAL VICTIMS: All jewelry store owners in and
around Ocean Grove. SUSPECTS: Undetermined.
Ocean Grove is full of tourists who are just passing
through. This mission requires your immediate
attention. This message will be erased in five
seconds.

Arabella of Mars
A 40-day faith journey to awaken your soul, guide you
to peace, and embrace the person God made you to
be. WHISPERS OF REST a detox for your soul, a
peaceful journey inward to the comfort that a deeper
awareness of God's love provides. This 40-day
devotional guide and journal will refresh your spiritual
life, enhance your every day, and help you experience
transformational joy. Uplifting words of scripture,
devotions on themes of identity, calling, and intimacy,
and prompts for prayer and journaling, offer a soulsoothing break from your hectic routine to help you
experience a greater connection with God. Includes:
40 "Whispers of Rest" from Scripture40 Relevant
DevotionsPrayerful Journaling Prompts and Writing
SpacePeaceful Prayers for the HeartOne-Word Prayer
Anchors for Each Day.
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